PERIOD OF PRE-PATHOGENESIS

DISEASE PROCESS

→ Before man is involved →

Agent

And

Environmental Factors
(known and unknown)

Bring agent and host together or produce a disease provoking stimulus

Host

PERIOD OF PATHOGENESIS

→ The course of the disease in man →

DEATH

Chronic state

Defect

Disability

Illness

Clinical horizon

Signs & symptoms

Tissue and physiologic changes

Immunity and resistance

Stimulus or agent becomes established and increases by multiplication

In the human host

Interaction of host and stimulus

Early pathogeneses → early lesions → Advanced disease → Convalescence

LEVELS OF PREVENTION

PRIMARY PREVENTION

SECONDARY PREVENTION

TERTIARY PREVENTION

LENDIVEL OF PREVENTION

MODES OF INTERVENTION

HEALTH PROMOTION

SPECIFIC PROTECTION

EARLY DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT

DISABILITY LIMITATION

REHABILITATION